In a world in which multiculturalism and multilingualism pervade every layer of society, much attention has been recently focused on exploring the symbolic relevance of socio-cultural traditions in multiethnic contexts of interaction. In particular, contemporary British and American films often investigate the importance of ethnic food as a key entry to cultural and linguistic memory in immigrant communities in Europe and the USA. Starting from these observations, this paper sets out to investigate the socio-cultural and linguistic functions food naming serves as an identity/ethnicity tool in both the original and the Italian dubbed version of such intercultural films as Bend it Like Beckham, My Big Fat Greek Wedding, Ae Fond Kiss, The Mistress of Spices, My Life In Ruins, Eat Pray Love, The Hundred-Foot Journey, My Big Fat Greek Wedding 2, where the immigrant characters express their hybrid identity through the recurrent use of intra-sentential code-switching (Myers-Scotton 1993) from they-code to we-code (Gumperz 1982) when quoting the original names of their traditional dishes, thus symbolically and linguistically representing the transcultural and translanguaging space (Wei 2011) they live in.
Multiculturalism, multilingualism and food on the screen
In a world in which multiculturalism and multilingualism pervade almost every layer of society, as cross-cultural encounters constantly intensify through migration, tourism and globalization, much attention has been recently focused on exploring social and cultural identities in multiethnic and multilingual contexts of interaction (cf. Carter 2004; Bathia, Ritchie 2012; Edwards 2012; Kelly-Holmes & Milani 2013; Siemund, Gogolin, Schulz & Davydova 2013; Anchimbe 2014) . These are increasingly represented in multicultural audiovisual products that often focus their attention on the symbolic relevance of socio-cultural and culinary traditions in immigrant communities in Europe and the USA, considering them as crucial entries to the immigrant characters' cultural and linguistic memory. In particular, many contemporary British and American films often investigate the importance of ethnic food as a main vehicle of self-representation (cf. Bower 2004) in European and American multiethnic societies, dealing with the themes of cultural conflict, alienation and assimilation in considering ethnic eating habits as tropes for the clash between European/American and non-European/American worlds as well as tools to negotiate "otherness" and to create a common ground in which "otherness" can be embraced. This supports the on-screen construction of convincing imitations of real-life multilingual interactions, within which code-switching, i.e. "the selection by bilinguals or multilinguals of forms from an embedded variety (or varieties) in utterances of a matrix variety during the same conversation" (Myers-Scotton 1993: 3) proves to be a key linguistic procedure; this is particularly the case when it is used to mention the original names of the immigrant characters' food specialties, thus also showing how socio-historical context is strictly tied to the use of language in social interaction (Bucholtz & Hall 2005) .
Starting from these observations, this paper sets out to investigate the functions food naming serves as an identity/ethnicity tool in both the original and the Italian dubbed version of such intercultural films as Bend it Like 1. Bend it Like Beckham tells the story of eighteen-year-old British-Asian Jess Bhamra, who has grown up in the western suburbs of London in a Sikh family of tradition-bound Asian immigrants but, despite her parents' grounded roots and the conventional plans they have for her future, joins the local women' s soccer team and falls in love with her white coach. 2. My Big Fat Greek Wedding centers on Toula Portokalos, a middle class Greek-American woman who falls in love with a non-Greek upper middle class man and struggles to get her family to accept him while she herself comes to terms with her heritage and cultural identity. 3. Ae Fond Kiss revolves around the relationship between Casim Khan, a second-generation Pakistani working as a DJ in Glasgow, and Roisin, an Irish Catholic schoolteacher, highlighting the clash of cultures and personalities that arises when their relationship is discovered. 4. In The Mistress of Spices, Tilo, grown up in India in a sort of traditional cult of spices, becomes a Mistress of Spices and is sent to the Spice Bazaar in San Francisco, with the mission of following three basic rules: use the spices to help her clients accomplish their desires but never hers; never leave the store; and never be touched in the skin. When she meets the American architect Doug, she falls in love with him, breaking the rules and being punished by the spices with a series of consequences for both herself, her lover and her customers. 5. In My Life in Ruins, Georgia, a college professor of Classical Greek Studies, takes a job as a tour guide, guiding a group of stereotypical tourists around Greece. Along the way, she begins to see the world through new eyes, also realizing that true love may be closer than she thinks if she could just recapture her kefi (mojo). 6. Liz Gilbert, the main protagonist of Eat Pray Love, had everything a woman is supposed to dream of having -a husband, a house, a successful career -yet she found herself lost and searching for what she really wanted in life. Newly divorced and at a crossroads, Gilbert steps out of her comfort zone, embarking on a journey around the world that becomes a quest for self-discovery. In her travels, she discovers the true pleasure of nourishment by eating in Italy, the power of prayer in India, and, finally and unexpectedly, the inner peace and balance of true love in Bali. 7. The Hundred-Foot Journey tells the story of the Kadam family who move to a small town in France from India after a traumatic event, to start a new life and open their restaurant Maison Mumbai; in the process, they are confronted by Madame Mallory, owner of a Michelin-star rated French restaurant Le Saule Pleureur (literally "the weeping willow") at just one-hundred-foot distance across the street. 8. My Big Fat Greek Wedding 2 portrays the Portokalos family after a few years, with Toula still working in her parents' Greek restaurant, her daughter Paris growing up and getting ready to graduate high school, Toula and Ian experiencing marital issues and Toula' s parents finding out they were never officially married, all this with the family' s devotion to Greek socio-cultural traditions always to the fore. multiethnic realities are often exemplified by foodways that play a key role in the characters' daily life.
What is interesting to observe in these films is that it is essentially through language that food is presented as it is "mentioned", "named", "quoted", "cited" rather than actually cooked. Indeed, the characters, and in particular the immigrant characters, linguistically enact their hybrid identity within their discourse practices through the recurrent use of intra-sentential code-switching (Myers-Scotton 1993) from their they-code (Gumperz 1982; Auer 2005 Auer , 2007 , i.e. English, into their we-code (Gumperz 1982; Auer 2005 Auer , 2007 when quoting the original names of the recipes that are a basic part of their background heritage and therefore function as powerful metaphors for emotional expressivity and experience.
In establishing a specific socio-linguistic and pragmatic framing within which the presence of intra-sentential code-switching related to food naming seems to operate in our corpus of films, the scripts will be analyzed: -focusing attention on the scenes where the characters' lives are "seasoned" with images of ethnic food as one of the most typical ways of defining and distinguishing their self; -pointing out the socio-cultural meanings related to food naming that are encoded in both the original and the Italian dubbed versions, illustrating how the reference to the different ethnic foodways represents the "translanguaging space" (Wei 2011 (Wei : 1222 the immigrant characters live in; -observing whether, in the Italian dubbed versions of the films, the original food names are either maintained in the spoken exchanges or translated through dubbing, thus losing their figurative function as markers of cultural differentiation.
The linguistic power of ethnic food in audiovisual translation
The comparative nature of our study, taking into consideration the occurrences of the original names of ethnic food in both the original and the Italian dubbed version of the films under investigation, is basically due to the fact that issues of multilingualism and language variation on the screen are inherently tied to the concept of audiovisual translation, intended as a transcoding process focused not merely on language transfer but also, and primarily, on cross-cultural transfer (Snell-Hornby 1995) . With particular regard to multilingual films, we could say that any form of audiovisual translation plays a unique role in developing and communicating transnational linguistic identities as well as transcultural stereotypes, all the more so when ethnocultural specifics are at stake (cf. Newmark 1988; Pedersen 2005; Díaz Cintas & Remael 2007; Chiaro 2009; Ranzato 2016) .
From this perspective, what immediately emerges from the contrastive analysis of the original version and the Italian dubbed version of the films included in our corpus is that all occurrences of culinary references, made by means of intra-sentential code-switching, are left unaltered in Italian, following the translation, or non-translation, strategy that has been variously defined as borrowing (cf. Darbelnet 1958/2002; Ivir 1987) , transference (cf. Newmark 1988 ), retention (cf. Pedersen 2005 Gottlieb 2009 ), direct transfer (cf. Leppihalme 2011 ), loan (Díaz Cintas & Remael 2007 Chaume 2004) . Such overall procedure, adopted within the Italian film industry in particular in the last two decades, apparently goes against the Italian filmmakers' traditional tendency to adhere to norms of monolingualism (Bleichenbacher 2008) involving local standardization (Pavesi 2009 (Pavesi , 2005 , naturalization and explicitation (Ulrych 2000) and leading to the elimination of code-switching through dubbing. Indeed, it faithfully retains the cultural coloring of the we-code terms and fulfills the crucial role food plays as a symbolic actor in defining the characters' ethnocultural difference, thus also confirming the assumption that "Dubbing should create the perfect illusion of allowing the audience to experience the production in their own language without diminishing any of the characteristics of the original language, culture and national background" (Dries 1995: 9) .
What's cooking in multicultural films?
The first crucial aspect the films in our corpus clearly highlight is that ethnic food is always placed in the foreground in the immigrants' life as one of the last bastions of socio-cultural traditions that should be preserved across generations to validate in-group identity models. Indeed, the greatest connection between the first-, second-and third-generation immigrants represented on the screen seems to be given by the food they prepare faithfully respecting their homeland culinary practices while living a life at a point of cultural adjustment.
Food and identity
The role ethnic eating habits play as identity icons in the daily life of the members of immigrant communities can be observed in most of the films under study. For instance, in Bend It Like Beckham, featuring a family of Punjabi Sikhs in London, Indian food is often evoked in the course of family conversations both as a powerful marker of ethnic belonging and as a symbol of the family' s well-being (see examples 1-4 As far as the rendering of the Punjabi food names in the previous excerpts is concerned, we can notice that they have been left unaltered in both versions except for the term samosas, adapted to the Italian syntactic rules of plural formation as referring to a type of food now well-known and consumed also in Italy. In this film, Mrs. Bhamra, the family mother, is the character who most recurrently names typical Indian dishes and is constantly portrayed as a matriarchal figure, symbolically dedicating herself to the family' s emotional needs also through the food she prepares. This leads us to observe that, in most
9. Bits of Indian cheese. 10. Coriander leaves. 11. A variety of pickled condiments. 12. The free vegetarian meal served after a Sikh service. 13. Small fried turnover of Indian origin filled with seasoned vegetables. multiethnic films centered around the building block of the family, culinary terms are often mentioned when clashes in values and identities are negotiated within mother-daughter conflicts. Indeed, the presence and preparation of food on the screen are primarily concerned with the role first-generation immigrant women play in the familial and social structure as conveyors of culinary traditions from one generation to another. Besieged by a way of life that is not their own, grandmothers and mothers are apprehensive of losing their children to forces they cannot control and thus attempt to bring them up according to their home traditions, represented, from a material point of view, by their traditional recipes. By passing the family recipes on to the next generation they are able to preserve elements of their indigenous culture that would otherwise be lost in the Western world they now live in, but the fulfillment of their ambitions in this sense is often complicated by their daughters' attitudes; indeed, second-generation immigrant women don't seem to be particularly interested in learning to cook their homeland specialties, as they are more concentrated on their Western life and rarely demonstrate such traditional forms of "female competence" as preparing food like their mothers.
In particular, in Bend It Like Beckham, Mrs. Bhamra often reproaches her daughter Jess for bending their home socio-cultural paradigms, thinking about her career in football instead of learning how to cook Indian food as all good and dutiful Indian girls do. As a matter of fact, Mrs. Bhamra places food, cooking and education at the top of the list of her priorities: for her, any "good Indian girl" is automatically a wife to be to a "good Indian man" who knows how to cook a perfect full-course North Indian meal; this is proved by the fact that, in many scenes, she tries to make her British-based daughter imbibe as much as possible of her cultural-culinary values, linguistically symbolized by the Punjabi names of some traditional Indian dishes (see example 5).
Example 5. Bend It Like Beckham (00:21:23)
MRS. BHAMRA
What family will want a daughterin-law who can run around kicking football all day but can't make round chapattis? 14 Now exams are over, I want you to learn full Punjabi dinner, meat and vegetarian! Quale famiglia vorrebbe una nuora che corre tutto il giorno appresso a un pallone ma che non è capace di cucinare le chapatti? Adesso che hai finito gli esami, imparerai a cucinare tutto un pranzo Punjabi, sia carne che verdura! 14. Indian flatbread, made of wheat flour, water, and salt.
In this case, as in the previously analyzed case regarding the Italian rendering of the term samosas, the Punjabi term chapattis is adapted to the Italian syntactic rules of plural formation as an instance of lexical borrowing.
In another scene, Mrs. Bhamra tells Jess, with a scornful tone, that when she was her age she was already married and she knew well how to cook Pakistani food such as dhal, 15 whereas Jess is obviously far from this Indian "stereotype" (see example 6). Example 6. Bend It Like Beckham (00:20:44) MRS. BHAMRA I was married at your age and you don't even want to learn to cook dhal! Io ero già sposata alla tua età e tu non vuoi imparare a cucinare il dhal! Though Jess learns to make "lovely aloo gobi" 16 to please her mother (see example 7), she considers playing football more important than cooking Indian food (see example 8). Here we notice Toula holding a sweet diamond of baklava in her hand: this means that even though she is going to marry an American guy, and therefore she is going to become American, her "Greek-flavored soul" is still to be, and will always be, "tasted" in the food she eats. Also in My Big Fat Greek Wedding 2, Greek food is recurrently incorporated into the image as a proper identity symbol. For instance, Toula' s great-grandmother, who has never really integrated in the Western world and rarely speaks throughout the whole film, is often portrayed in the act of offering spanakopita; 20 17. A traditional Easter soup made with lamb offal and thickened with avgolemono. Endives and dill can be added. 18. A baked pasta dish with a filling of ground, spiced minced meat and a béchamel sauce topping. 19. A dessert made of thin pastry, nuts and honey. 20. A pie with spinach, feta cheese, onion, eggs and seasonings. this can be seen when, during a party at the American high-school attended by her great-granddaughter Paris, she introduces herself uttering nothing else but the word "Spanakopita!" while giving out slices of this typical Greek pie, in order both to honor her Greek heritage and to impose it within an all-American context (see example 12). Greek food waves as an identity flag also in My Life In Ruins, featuring a Greek-American tour guide leading a group of European and American tourists in Greece: here Greek food is often placed on center stage as one of the main "tasty" symbols of Greece that foreigners should know, as we can see whenever tourists are offered such mouth-watering specialties of Greek cuisine as warm loukoumades 21 (see example 14). against what he sees as the "otherness" represented by French cuisine. This is underlined at the very beginning of the film when, upon the family arrival in Europe, Hassan, one of the sons, is asked by a customs agent if he has any qualifications as a cook, replies that he has no proof on paper but only on grease-proof paper and offers the customs agent a piece of samosa, considering it as his own identity card (see example 15). The fact that Hassan says that he learnt to cook from his mother also leads us to observe that food, especially in multiethnic and immigrant communities, is often associated with memories: the act of cooking brings memories back to life and connects Hassan and his relatives both to the members of their family who still live on the other side of the world and to the spirits of those who are no longer with them but live on in every ingredient. This can be seen when Mr. Kadam stands by the door of his restaurant on the opening day and tries to drag people in as they're passing by mentioning chicken tikka, a delicious Indian specialty that he considers as a sort of visiting card of the Maison Mumbai and that, according to him, the inhabitants of the French village should therefore absolutely try (see example 16). No. È il forno tandoori per il pollo tikka.
The fact that, with the opening of their Maison Mumbai, the Kadams want to recreate the environment they have left behind is also proved by their getting spices directly from India, as they see this as a further means to keep their Indian identity alive: in this sense, every bite of the food they eat is like a bite of home, as Hassan says when talking to an Indian cook in Paris (see example 18), a figurative connotation that is maintained also in dub (see section 4 for an analysis of the figurative use of language linked to food to ascribe identity to the ethnic characters). In this scene, we see the young Toula at school, eating her lunch of moussaka at a table by herself while at the next table the popular American girls -white, blond, thin, pretty -are eating Wonder bread sandwiches, the all-American food: the girls make fun of Toula' s lunch and one deliberately mispronounces it as "moose ka-ka", where "kaka" is a child' s word referring to feces, something that assigns negative connotations to Toula' s "different" food and implicitly to her. This image and the figurative connotations it implies, maintained also in dub, place a stark distinction between what is American, i.e. white Wonder Bread sandwiches, and what is not, i.e. Greek moussaka. This is also how we learn that Toula is not completely comfortable with her Greek identity and wishes to assimilate and be like the American girls.
26. It is an eggplant and/or potato-based dish popular in Balkan and Mediterranean cuisines, with many local and regional variations.
The relevance of food as a symbol of "otherness" can also be noticed when the Portokaloses meet the parents of Toula' s American husband-to-be. The distance between the two cultures is particularly emphasized during the first dinner together at the Portokaloses: the Millers are continuously offered food such as spanakopita, typically served during social occasions but certainly not the most suitable one to guests who are the stereotypical WASP (White, Anglo-Saxon and Protestant) family, and look almost disgusted when presented with its greasy slices (see example 20 Also in My Big Fat Greek Wedding 2 the Greek characters' "otherness" is highlighted from the beginning, for instance when Gus' nephew Costa, a third-generation Greek, mentions "spanakopita" curiously declaring that the American spellcheck changes it to "spina bifida", thus pointing out that Greek food is often considered, within American culture, as something "different" in the negative sense of the term (see example 22 In this case, American fast-food culture seems to win over traditional Greek culinary culture, though the reference to souvlaki is nevertheless given a particular emphasis as Georgia waves a stick of this specialty in her hand while pronouncing its name, thus visually and linguistically stressing its being an important mark of Greek ethnicity. Another film that extensively examines cultural differences through food is The Hundred-Foot Journey. In one of the first scenes, Mr. Kadam celebrates Indian cuisine as superior to French cuisine making a list of typical Indian dishes that the President of France could certainly never taste at the Le Saule Pleureur, though this is one of the best French restaurants in the area (see example 24). 
Food as a means of integration
If in these films ethnic food is used as a marker of cultural differentiation, it is also used to reconcile the clash between two cultures, creating affective bonds across cultural difference.
In My Big Fat Greek Wedding, a crucial event contributing to cultural integration occurs at the end when Toula' s father gives a speech at the wedding reception and explains that the name "Miller" comes from the Greek word milo, which means "apple", and that the name Portokalos comes from the Greek word portokali, which means "orange" (see example 25). (01:21:47) TOULA'S FATHER I was thinking last night … the night before my daughter was going to marry Ian Miller … that the root of the word "miller" is a Greek word. And "miller" come from the Greek word milo, which is mean "apple." There you go. As many of you know, our name Portokalos is come from the Greek word portokali, which means "orange." So, okay here tonight, we have apple and orange. We all different but, in the end, we all fruit.
Example 25. My Big Fat Greek Wedding
Stavo pensando ieri sera… la sera prima che mia figlia si sposa con Ian Miller… che… insomma… la radice della parola "Miller" è un parola greca. E "Miller" viene dalla parola greca milo, che significa "mela". Ed ecco qua. Come molti di voi sanno, il nostro cognome Portokalos viene dalla parola greca portokali, che significa "arancia". Dunque, allora, qui stasera abbiamo mela e arancia. Siamo tutti diversi ma alla fine siamo tutti frutta. This is a clear reference to the American proverb "to compare apples and oranges", which is used to describe a situation where two things are incomparable as they are completely different. However, Toula' s father reverses this by asserting that, in the end, they are "all fruit", i.e. they are all human beings belonging to the same social reality irrespective of their different ethnic background and that, therefore, they can coexist and find commonalities in order to form a happy family.
In this film, a further proof of food symbolic power to dissolve intercultural conflicts can be observed when Ian' s mother, during the wedding reception, states that she needs to drink some more ouzo -the Greek liquor she hated when she first tasted it -to get the courage to dance with her "new" family (see example 26).
Example 26. My Big Fat Greek Wedding (01:24:37) TOULA TO IAN'S MOTHER Let' s go dance now, come on.
Ora si balla, coraggio.
IAN'S MOTHER
Oh no, I need some more ouzo before I do that.
Oh no, ho bisogno di un altro po' di ouzo prima di arrivare a quello.
Accepting to drink ouzo, she implicitly accepts Toula as her daughter-in-law: she now proves to be willing to inject herself into another culture and therefore to taste other types of food, thus also establishing an emotional connection with the people representing such "otherness".
In My Life in Ruins Greek food acts as a symbol of acceptance of the "otherness" it initially represents when, in the concluding scene, the European and American tourists and the Greek people working within the Greek tourist industry gather for a farewell dinner. All types of Greek food are served and two American tourists express their appreciation for some delicious Greek specialties, the same specialties they rejected upon their arrival in Greece (see example 27). In this film, the process of culinary, and therefore cultural, integration is primarily carried on by Hassan, always adding Indian ingredients to French dishes, and it is definitely celebrated when some food critics write enthusiastic reviews of the culinary regeneration he has brought about, transforming French cuisine and creating unusual but tasty combinations with his introduction of Indian bold spices (see examples 29-30). Another film that particularly celebrates the (also linguistic) intermingling of two cultures as figuratively allowed by food is The Mistress of Spices. Here the Indian spices act as the main protagonists, symbolizing tradition and identity, endowed with the power to heal and to harm, to please and to punish, to create and to destroy and even to reorganize the world order while constantly supporting their Mistress Tilo, significantly named after the spice of nourishment (see example 31).
Example 31. The Mistress of Spices (00:04:24) TILO The spices are my love.
[…] I am named Tilo, after the sesame seeds, the spice of nourishment.
Le spezie sono il mio grande amore.
[…] Io mi chiamo Tilo, nella mia lingua vuol dire semi di sesamo, la spezia del nutrimento.
As Tilo "is" the spice of nourishment, she "feeds" her Indian and American customers' needs with the help of the magical powers of the spices, thus also bridging the gap between the complex culinary science of India and the American fast-food consumption culture. In this film the spices rest upon the shop shelves as dull objects but often come to life and act as proper characters, with the potential to influence the course of events: indeed, in many scenes Tilo "awakens" them, addressing them by their original Indian names and explaining their mystical properties to some of her regular customers (see examples 32-35).
Example 32. The Mistress of Spices (00:05:55) TILO He was nervous that day so I just gave him some brahmi leaves to chaw.
Quel giorno era nervoso così gli ho dato foglie di brahmi da masticare. She explains the positive effects paan 32 and supari 33 can have for couples (see example 38) and she gives garan masala to sad and depressed hearts to give them hope again (see example 39). Things change when Tilo falls in love with Doug, an American guy; indeed, as the spices represent tradition, and tradition is resistant to change, so are the spices and they put up resistance when Tilo seems to choose Doug over them, breaking the rule of absolute devotion to them. They thus refuse to tell Tilo what Doug' s spice is when she asks them for advice as she first talks to the man in her shop (see example 40). Without any help from the spices, Tilo gives Doug an herb, tulsi, which she knows has only the power to remind him to go back to her (see example 41), though aware that if only she could use another special spice, prishniparnisomething that is instead forbidden as she cannot exploit the power of the spices to her own ends -she would certainly have him back (see example 42). 
Food and feelings
The emotional connotations assigned to Tilo' s spices in The Mistress of Spices lead us to point out that, in our corpus of films, ethnic food is also seen as a perfect vehicle for emotional manifestations. Indeed, feelings are often kneaded into food and intercultural passions find shape in tasting food typically belonging to the other' s culinary traditions. This can be observed, for instance, in Ae Fond Kiss when Casim, a Glaswegian DJ of Pakistani origins, offers Roisin, the Irish Catholic girl he is in love with, some glab jamin, a popular dessert in India and Pakistan, 34 in the attempt to assimilate the girl into his own cultural heritage teaching her something of his own foodways, also from the linguistic point of view (see example 43). As these exotic fruits are unknown in Western countries, Felipe tries to explain to Liz how they taste using a simile (rendered also in dub) that has amorous connotations, thus figuratively projecting on food the love expectations he has of the woman.
Food as therapy
Many of the films under study also often highlight the healing power of ethnic food. For instance, in Eat Pray Love, when Liz is in Bali, she is offered by Wayan, the local town healer, some jamu, a traditional Indonesian medicine made from parts of plants like roots, barks, flowers, seeds, leaves and fruits and commonly used by herbal practitioners as a form of therapy to maintain good health and to treat diseases (see example 45). 
Building ethnicity through the figurative power of food
In many of the films under study, the identity of the immigrant characters is shaped not only by their recurrent use of code-switching when quoting the we-code names of their home culinary specialties, but also by a peculiar use of figurative language related to food, a linguistic device that further contributes to mold the ethnic self and is always re-created in the Italian dubbed versions. This can be observed, for instance, in The Hundred Foot Journey, where the Indian characters recurrently associate food to the essence of life, as we can see when Hassan' s mother, teaching his son to cook, compares the taste of sea urchins to the taste of life itself (see example 47). What is interesting to notice in this film is that food is figuratively used as a symbol of identity both for the Indian characters and for people belonging to other nationalities, as when Hassan states that in England vegetables have "no soul", implicitly referring to the coldness and stiffness typical of the British (see example 48). Here "warmth and wisdom" appear to be the main ingredients of the dishes prepared by Maria Portokalos, who also serves "guilt" as a side dish in order to teach her children not to waste food, as it is something that, according to her and to her Greek socio-cultural backdrop, should be always valued highly. In this film, food is used figuratively also to assign negative connotations, for instance when Aunt Voula tries to convince Toula to eat something more as she considers her too skinny (and therefore far from the typical Greek stereotype of curvy women) and compares her to a chicken full of bones (see example 50). The Millers' coldness is here figuratively represented by the dryness of "a piece of toast" with "no honey, no ham", which would instead render it softer and more mouthwatering; at the same time, the "marmalade" Gus tries to put on that "piece of toast" stands for the liveliness and vitality he thinks of as proper to his Greek people, but as completely absent in the American people, whom he sees as "all dry and cracking". In this sense, by likening the Millers to a piece of toast, Toula' s father establishes their bland character that is contrasted with his own family' s preference for a flavorful life and, implicitly, for tasty and savory food. Notwithstanding this, at the end of the film, as already observed (see section 3.3, example 25), Gus overcomes his prejudices and uses another metaphorical image related to food in declaring that the Portokaloses and the Millers are "all fruit", thus definitely putting the two families on the same level.
Conclusions
What has primarily emerged from the contrastive analysis of the dialogues in the original version and in the Italian dubbed version of the films under study is that the ethnic characters constantly stir up memories of their background world by mentioning the original names of their traditional food specialties, which serve as key cultural identifiers, capable of constructing multicultural and multilingual dimensions within which opposing traditions are fused together. Furthermore, a recurrent use of figurative language linked to food, to be observed in both the original versions and the Italian dubbed versions, further ascribes identity to the ethnic characters, thus reinforcing the strict connection between belonging to a specific ethnic group and consuming a certain type of food strongly representative of one' s own socio-cultural heritage.
As far as issues of multilingualism and audiovisual translation are concerned, the maintenance of the we-code culinary references in the films' Italian dubbed version (99% of total 76 occurrences) makes "the translated text a site where a cultural other is not erased but manifested" (Venuti 1998: 242) and never obscures the films' original linguistic flavor, thus also satisfying the viewers' expectations and curiosity concerning different ethnic and linguistic traditions.
We could therefore conclude by saying that such recurrent naming of food in the ethnic characters' discourse practices reinforces the role multicultural films play in communicating transcultural stereotypes as well as transnational linguistic identities, assigning the multiethnic communities portrayed on the screen as many layers of symbolism and significance as are the layers in a slice of baklava, where different flavors combine and merge to create a unique, distinctive taste. 
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